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A DENSITY RESULT
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(Communicated by Barbara Lee Keyfitz)

Abstract. We show the existence of a dense subset 3! of W(R) such that,

for g in it, the problem

minimum  /   g(x(t))dt+ f   h(x'{t))dt , x{0) = a , x(T) = b
Jo Jo

admits a solution for every lower semicontinuous h satisfying growth condi-

tions

Introduction

The first basic aim of the Calculus of Variations is the problem of yielding

sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions to the classical minimum

problem

(P) Minimize  /  f(t,x(t),x'{t))dt : x(0) = a , x{T) = b
Jo

on a suitable space of functions x .The traditional answer to the sufficiency

has been to impose that the map x' i-> /(/, x, x') be convex (see [Ce]); more

recently, in an effort to provide existence criteria other than convexity in x',

some special sufficient condition has been given. More precisely, for the class
of maps of the form f(t, x, x') = g(t, x) + h(t, x'), existence of solutions

has been obtained by requiring that the map x h-» g(t, x) be monotonic (for

x in R) [M] or, for x in 1" , that the same map be concave [C-C]. Hence, for

maps of the form g'x) + h(x') the property of yielding existence of solutions

so far seems to belong to a very narrow and special class of functions: those
that are either convex in x' or concave or monotonic in x . Existence seems

to be a property related to very special geometric behaviour in x or in x'.

The purpose of this note is to show that (for x in R) this is not so. We

consider the class of functions g(x) + h(x') where g : R -» R is continuous

and h is lower semicontinuous; we show that there exists a subset 3 of the

space of continuous functions, dense for the topology of uniform convergence
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on compacta, such that, for g in 3, problem (P) has existence of solutions

for every function h satisfying the usual growth conditions.

Notation and preliminary results

Let us denote by df(x) the subdifferential of a function / at x. Also, by

extr(S) we mean the set of extreme points of S. The following lemma will be

used later.

Lemma 1. Let f : R -> R be convex, l.s.c, f(x') > y/(\x'\) + y (jeR,
y/ > 0 convex, l.s.c. and lim,.-^ y/(r)/r = +oo). Then, for each measurable

x' : I = [a, 0] -> R with the property that 11-> f{x'{t)) e Ll, there exists an

integrable selection co of®(t): t*-> (df)~l(df(x'{t))) with values in extr(4>(/))

and such that

Jco(t)dt = Jx'(t)dt,       Jf((o(t))dt = jf(x'(t))dt

and, for each t,

/ co(s)ds <  / x'(s)ds.
J a -J a

Proof. Let us first remark that each inverse image under df of a point c eR
is closed, convex (/ being convex), and bounded, since limX'_00/(x')/|A:'| =

+00. It follows that each (df)~'(c) is either empty or a closed interval. Let
(c')j€/cn be the values of df whose inverse image under df is a nontrivial

interval [a,-, bt] (a, ^ bt), and set Kt = (x')-1([a,, bj]) for i in J, K0 -
I \ U, Kt. Then, by Lemma 3.4 in [A-C], there exists a measurable selection

er, of the set-valued map 0(f )#*,•(*) with values in extr(O(?)^/s:,(0) = {Oi,bi}

such that

(1) Jai{t)XKi{t)dt = jx'(t)XKi(t)dt

and, for each t,

(2) / Ot{s)ZK,{s)ds<  I x'{s)xKi{s)ds.
J a Jot

For each i e J, we have

jf(.x\t))XKi{t)dt = jf{ai) + ci{x,{t)-ai)xKi{t)dt;

hence, by (1)

/' f{x'{t))xKl{t)dt = //(a,-) + c,(a,(t) - at)xK,(t)dt

(3)

= J'f(ai(t))XK,(t)dt

since er,(0 G {a,■, bi] . It follows that, for each neN,

^lk'l^„ + Elff'l^) dt< JKx'{t))dt- jydt;
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i.e., the functions con = x'xk0 + Hi<n °iXKi, n e N, are equi-integrable. Set

co{t) = x'xK0{t) + Y,i Oi(t)XKj(t) = nm'! wn{t) -Vitali's convergence theorem [E-T,

VIII, Corollary 1.3] yields that co is in Ll. By (1), (2), (3), co has the required
properties. □

Definition. 3 is the subset of W(R) of those piecewise affine functions g such

that: (i) any interval in which g is affine with a given nonzero slope is bounded;

(ii) adjacent to any such maximal interval, on both the left and the right, is one

in which g is constant; and (iii) any bounded set contains only finitely many

such intervals.

Proposition 1. 3 is dense in W(R).

Main result

Consider the following problem:

Problem P.

Minimize   /   g(x(t))dt+ /   h(x'(t))dt
Jo Jo

on the subset of  Wl>p([0, T], R) of those functions satisfying the boundary

conditions x(0) = a, x{T) = b .

We shall consider the following

Growth condition G. If p = 1, there exist a convex l.s.c. function y/ such

that lim,-_0O i//{r)/r = +oc, y e R, and h(x') > y/(\x'\) + y; if p > 1, there

exist a > 0   (/?/cr being strictly less than the best Sobolev constant), and

h(x') >a\x'\p + y.

We have the following

Theorem 1. Let p > 1 and g e 3 be such that g(x) > a - Jj\x\p for every x

(a, j8el). Let h satisfy the growth condition (G). Then, Problem (P) admits

at least a solution.

Proof. Let x be a solution to the relaxed problem associated to (P), and set

A! = min{x(0 :te[0,T]},        A2 = max{3c(/) :te[0,T]}.

Let d\ be the greater discontinuity point of g' less than or equal to A[, di<

■■■ < dn-\ be those inside ] - Ai, A2[, dn be the next after dn-\ , and set

e = ^mindaVri - d\\ : i = 1, ... , n - 1}.

Claim (a). We claim that [0, T] can be partitioned in a countable union of
disjoint intervals /, (jeN) such that g is monotonic on x(Ij).

Proof of the claim. Consider the three sets A, V, B defined by

n-\

A= (J ]di + e , di+i - e[ ,        V = {d,<- e , d,• + e : i = 1,... , n)

n

B = \J]di-2e,di + 2e[.
;=i

By the continuity of x, the inverse image of A under x is a countable union
of disjoint relatively open subintervals (rj,, t,) of [0, T]. The image of each

subinterval is contained in one of the open intervals ]#", + e , di+i - e[ on which
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g is affine. By the continuity of x, there exists S such that \t - s\ < S =>

\x(t)-x(s)\ < e . Consider those subintervals (ct, , t,) whose diameter t,-ct, >

8, say for / = 1, ... , m . These are the first elements of our partition. Again by

continuity, for each i, at least one between 3c(rj,) and 3c(t,) is in V (actually

both, except for the case a, = 0 or xx■ = T). Consider the finite union of

closed subintervals of [0, T] that is the complement of the finite union of

open subintervals (Oj, t,), i = 1,..., m; they are the intervals [0, o\], ... ,

[Tm_i, am], [rm , T]. For t in this complement, x(t) is in B . In fact, either

t is in x~x{A) \ U™ i(ff<, *i) or x{t) is in \J\dt - e, d,; + e].
In the first case, from the choice of 5 and the remark on the behaviour at

the extremes of the intervals, there exists dt such that \x(t) - d,\ < 2e , i.e.,

x{t) eB.
The second case holds since each [a", - e, d,■ + e] is in B. Since B is

open, its counter image x~l{B) is a countable collection of open subintervals.

Consider the image of any such subinterval: it is contained in one (and only one)

]dj - 2e , d,■ + 2e[. On one of ]a", - 2e , dj[ or ]a",, a1, + 2e[ g is constant, on the

other affine; g is monotonic on ]dt - 2e , d,■ + 2e[. Intersect each subinterval

with the finite collection of intervals [t, , cri+i] : i - 0, ... , m . The union

of this countable collection of intervals and of (cr,, t,) : i = 1, ... , m is the

required partition of [0, T].
Claim (b). By [E-T, Proposition IX.3.1] in the case p > 1 and by a slight

modification of the same reasoning in the case p - 1 under the "superlinearity"

growth condition (G), there exist measurable p\, pi, v\, v-i : [0, T] —> R (p, >

0, Pi + P2 = 1) such that

(x'= pxVi + p2v2    a.e.,

\h**(x'(t))=pl(t)h(vl(t))+p2(t)h(v2(t))    a.e.;

hence, extr(dh**)-l(dh**(x'(t))) = {v^t) ,v2(t)} a.e. Let Ij = (a;-, Bj) be
one of the intervals considered in (a). Let us explicitly carry out the construction

for the case g' < 0 on ]a",_i, d,[; the other cases are treated similarly. We claim

that there exists a measurable partition E{ , EJ2 of [aj, fij] such that:

(i) v\xE{ + V2XE'2 e L"(aj»fij);

(ii)   jj VixEi + v2Xej2 dt = J*jPiv:+ p2v2 dt ;

(iii)   /Q'. vaEj + v2xej2 ds > /a'. PiVi + p2v2 ds for each t e (q; , B});

(iv)   $pl(t)h(vl(t))+p2(t)h(v2(t))dt

= $h(vl(t))xEj(t) + h(v2(t))xEj(t)dt;

(v)   I Ilj V\XE\ + v2Xej2 ds - fa. pxvx + p2v2 ds\<e  for each t e {aj, Bj).

Proof of the claim. Set y/{x') = \x'\p if p > 1. Let us first remark that by

La Vallee-Poussin's Theorem, the set
( R R R • "\

^ = \f^L\a],p]):  /V(|/])<  / Jh**(x'(t))dt- j'ydt)
J otj J aj Jotj J

is equi-integrable. Let p > 0 be such that JA \f\ dt < e/2 for each measurable

subset A of /; whose measure is less than p and for each / e %?. Let aj =

7o < 7\ < ■ ■ ■ < 7m = fij be a subdivision of Ij such that max ,|y,+i - y,j < p .

By Lemma 1 and the above remark on the inverse image of the subdifferential of
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h**, for each interval [yk , yic+i]. there exists a measurable partition Exk,E2^k

satisfying:

(i)* ViXBi,t+V2XBi,k £Lp{yk, yk+x);

(ii)* Iykk+i ViXEltk + v2Xe2A dt = jj+1 pxvx +p2v2 dt ;

(iii)* Iyk viXeia + v2Xe2A ds > Jy'kPivx +p2v2ds for each t e(yk, yk+x);

(iv)* /;;+1 ElxPi(t)h(Vi(t))dt = J^' E-=1 h(vi(t))xsl.k(t)dt.

Set E{ = IJ^o1 E\,k,E{ = U^o' ^2;fc • Then (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) can be trivially
deduced from their corresponding (i)k , (ii)fc , (iii)jt, (iv)fc . In order to prove

(v), fix t e (aj, Pj) and let k be such that t e [yk , yk+i[. Let us write that

/■/ _ ryk ft

(4) /   J2(P>-X&)Vids= ^Pi~XE')Vidt+        J2(Pi-XEi)Vids.
Jaj     ,-                       '                       Ja,       i • Jyk    (

By (ii)^, the first term of the right-hand side of the above equality is zero.

Furthermore, we have

¥(\v\\xej + \vi\Xej) < h{vx{t))xEi{t) + h(v2{t))xEl{t) - y
I 2 1 ^2

so that, by (iv)k , vxxEs + v2Xej e <& ■ Let us recall that \t - yk\ < p; hence,

by equi-integrability we have

/ J^(Pi - Zgi)vt ds\<  / pi\vi\+ p2\v2\ ds+      \vx \xej + \v2\xej ds
Ja,    j ' I        Jyk Jyk ' 2

e     e
<2+2=e'

which proves the claim.

Claim (c). Let us denote by Xj : [aj, fij] = Is< -* R the function defined by

Xj{t) = x{aj) + / VtXEj + v2xEj ds.

Then, by (i), x'j e LP(aj, Bj), and by (ii) we have Xj(fij) - x(fij) ■ Further-
more, by (iv),

a a

(5) f ' h**(x'(t)) dt= I' ' h{x'j{t)) dt.
** (Xj Jaj

Since, by definition, X/(a/) = x(aj) then, by (iii), Xj(t) > x(t) for every

t € Ij. Moreover, by (v), \Xj(t) - x(t)\ < e for every t e I}■■; whence, Xj(t) €
]dj - 3e , d, + 3e [. Then, for g nonincreasing on the above interval,

(6) g{xj{t)) < g(x(t))    for every t € Ij.

Now, (5) and (6) together give

(7) J g(xj(t)) dt + J h(x'j(t)) dt< J g(x(t)) dt + J h**{x'{t)) dt.

Let x : [0, T] —► R be the function whose restriction to each Ij (jeN) is Xj.
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Then x G Wl >p and 5c(0) = x{0), x(T) = x(T). Moreover, by (7)

inf(P)<  /  g(x(t))dt+ f  h{x'{t))dt
Jo Jo

< f  g(x(t))dt+ I h**{x'(t))dt
Jo Jo

= min(PR)  < inf(P).

It follows that the above inequalities are in fact equalities:  x is a solution to

(P). D

Remarks, (a) The proof of Theorem 1 holds for a class of maps larger than 3 .

In fact, it is enough to assume that on each interval either g' = 0 or g' is of

constant sign and that between two intervals having different signs of g', there

is one with g' = 0.
(b) The classical example of a variational problem not having a solution is

given by

h(x') = \x'-l\\x'+l\        and        g{x) = x2 ,     x{0) = 0 = x(l).

By remark (a), by modifying the function x >-> x2 in an arbitrarily small neigh-

bourhood of zero as a constant function, one obtains that the modified problem

admits solutions for every choice of the boundary data.

(c) The technical tool used, Lemma 1, is very specific to one-dimensionality;

in [A-M] a counterexample to the validity of the very same lemma in higher

dimension is presented. Still the authors are inclined to believe that a possibly

weaker statement, e.g., density of both g and h , should hold in general.
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